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Mystic Messages for enabling emotional intelligence

C R E AT I N G A B E T T E R W O R K P L A C E
Mystic messages have profound impact on our ways of working. They
positively challenge us, provoke us to confront the status quo and they
make us aware of what we need to do in the present moment. There is a
mystic explorer within each one of us, albeit suppressed in daily life,
that wants us to be more liberated to create an emotionally intelligent
workplace. Let's get prepared to create emotionally intelligent
workplaces and let us weave it together.
Mystic messages (coupled with soulful singing) are profoundly simple,
engaging and unintimidating ways to encourage emotional wellness.
Welcome to a quick musical voyage with collaborative conversations for
building refreshing inspiration together.
Time required : Anywhere between just 60 minutes of active interaction
followed by years of Conscious Practise.
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